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The Volkswagen Caddy 2020 was introduced as the German brand's smallest commercial car, an interesting option for the world of work. In this article, Automexico introduces you to the full price list of Volkswagen Caddy 2020 in Mexico. Volkswagen Caddy 2020 - Prices and versions in Mexico The latest Volkswagen Caddy 2020 car price list at Mexico
Volkswagen Caddy 2020 is an interesting option for users who are looking for a small truck for their businesses or companies. This is the german company's smallest model in the field, which ends up giving it great flexibility to move through different scenarios. In Automexico.com it is carefully reviewed this truck for the purpose of best adapting to the needs
of users, especially providing effective solutions in the commercial field. Due to its properties, it emphasizes maximizing functionality through its modular design and other features that you should know in detail. 1. Price and versions of Volkswagen Caddy 2020 The car is presented in 4 versions on the national territory In the table below, Automexico
introduces you to the full price list of Volkswagen Caddy 2020 officially announced by the brand: Volkswagen Caddy Cargo Van 2020 312,000 pesos Volkswagen Caddy Maxi Cargo Van 2020 331.00 000 peso Volkswagen Caddy Cargo Van TDI 2020 368,990 peso Volkswagen Caddy Maxi Passenger 2020 414,600 pesos See also commercial car prices in
Mexico: &gt;&gt;&gt; Renault Kangoo &gt;&gt;&gt; Peugeot Partners &gt;&gt;&gt; Ford Transit Custom 2. Volkswagen Caddy 2020 Data Table This is the german brand's smallest commercial car in this country Volkswagen Caddy 2020 Cargo Van Volkswagen Caddy 2020 Cargo Van Maxi Volkswagen Caddy 2020 Cargo Van TDI Volkswagen Caddy 2020
Maxi Passengers Plazas 2 7 Length/Width/Height (mm ) 4.4 08 mm/ 2,065 mm/ 1,823 mm 4,878 mm/ 2,065 mm/ 1,836 mm 4,878 mm/ 2,065 mm / 1,868 mm Base length (mm) 2,682 mm 3 006 mm Weight (Kg Weight) 762 kg 813 kg 4-cylinder turbodiesel 4-cylinder turbodiesel engine 4 cylinders Shifting 1.5 liters 2.0 liters 1.5 liters Power 110 horsepower
Torque 110 horsepower 115 lb-ft Manual fuel transmission consumption 13.1 km / l in the city 18 .8 km/l road 15.2 km/l combined tire 195/65 R15 205/55 R16 Fuel tank (L) 60 liter System Front suspension - independent rear McPherson type with roll strucccc- body shaft with wheels and front brake springs - rear ventilation disc - Drum No. 3. Advantages and
disadvantages of Volkswagen Caddy 2020 3.1. The advantage stands out for its versatility, as it moves with the ability to pay in urban spaces As often seen in the commercial vehicle segment, the Volkswagen Caddy has a design and nothing arrogant. However, it expresses the aesthetic philosophy of the brand, betting on a modest and conservative look,
but it is the project function and excellent quality in construction. In the front assume a grill topped in black and escorted by a pair of halogen headlights. In the case of the Maxi Passengers version, it combines a rearview mirror with electrical and thermal adjustments, a feature not available in variants intended for freight. Similarly, another notable difference is
the 2-sheet rear gate with translucent glass in cargo versions, while the transport variant has an open rear door upright. In both cases, it involves side access through a sliding door. In the cabin, this model reaffirms the member of the German team by an aesthetic similar to what we find in its other vehicles. From the out very beginning it makes it clear that its
priority is not the comfort of the occupant, especially in cargo valve variants. While it distributes with any luxury, it includes what is needed to facilitate daily work. In general, it excels in assembly quality and facilities to take advantage of its load capacity. The cargo van seats are upholstered in Austin fabric, while the Maxi Passengers variant includes Pandu
fabric clothing. In all versions we have the cup rack at the front, as well as the glove compartment illuminated with the lid and closed, and sliding under the front seat. The sliding windows at the back are exclusive to the version for transporting people, as well as 12V entrance to the board and cabin. Similarly, volkswagen valve limits its technology to provide
an AM/FM radio with CD player, MP3, USB port, Bluetooth connection and a few speakers (Cargo Valve). No doubt, a basic proposal, but it moves through the norm in the segment. In terms of safety, volkswagen Caddy 2020 parades with basic equipment and some driving assistants. Only the Maxi Passengers version carries two airbags, while the Cargo
Van version consists of only one airbag for the driver. Standard features include ABS braking system, electronic stabilization program, electronic differentiability system and anti-slip traction system. Similarly, driving is easier on steep terrain thanks to steep departure assistance controls. Another beneficial point is presented mechanically, whether we are
talking about versions with 1.5-liter 4-cylinder engines or 2.0-liter 4-cylinder turbodiesel engines. In all The block is linked to a 5-speed manual transmission, with fuel efficiency among its greatest virtues. Although it does not provide a blunt acceleration response, it provides linear and gradual energy. 3.2. Disadvantages As it is a commercial model, it does not
have too many characteristics in favor of comfort, safety and technological equipment This model has a competent proposal in the category, but this does not prevent the recognition of some shortcomings. In the aesthetic part, some competitors look more technological and sophisticated, while german representatives retain a simple and modest appearance.
Despite the quality of the assembly, the occupants will not notice that rigid and rigid plastics prevail. Volkswagen brings functionality and simplicity to the limit in the dashboard and dashboard area, which is useful for everyday work, but does not add comfort. The valve dispenses with any luxury and users will not find the technological options of other recent
models of the brand. It would be a mistake to expect state-of-the-art technology and plenty of entertainment options. The fun won't go away from playing back our favorite music, without too many connection options. Only the Maxi Passengers version has 4 speakers delivered in the cabin, but they are still not enough to get a world-class audio experience.
Although it has limitations in every possible area of analysis, it is displayed as a flexible and competent truck for commercial tasks. In addition, it is presented at a competitive price in its different versions. &gt;&gt;&gt; You may be interested: Tips for buying a commercial use valve Related to mendoza article publication of the same category, S. Volkswagen
Transporter's final price table in Mexico ✅ Photos, data tables and equipment of Volkswagen Transporter ✅ The most recent price of Volkswagen Transporter Passengers. Mendoza, S. Final price list of Volkswagen Amarok in Mexico ✅ Photos, data and equipment of Volkswagen Amarok ✅ The latest prices of Volkswagen Amarok Highline 2.0 and Highline
V6. Morante, L. Volkswagen Saveiro's final price list ✅ Photos, data tables and equipment volkswagen Saveiro ✅ Volkswagen's latest price Saveiro Powerful, Powerful AA and Pepper. Azuara, D. Volkswagen Jetta GLI Final Price List in Mexico ✅ Photos, Data And Equipment of Volkswagen Jetta GLI ✅ Latest Volkswagen Jetta GLI Prices. Morante, L.
Volkswagen Virtus Final Price ✅ Mexico ✅ Photos, Data And Equipment of Volkswagen Virtus ✅ Latest Volkswagen Virtus Prices and Tiptronic. Macuil, J. Price Last Price of Volkswagen T-Cross in Mexico ✅ Photos, Data Tables and Equipment volkswagen T-Cross ✅ Latest Prices volkswagen T-Cross Trendline Edition of ... The 2019 Volkswagen Caddy is
a reliable and lightweight commercial vehicle, first introduced 27 years ago (in 1980). During its launch, three generations were developed, each extremely successful and survived for more than ten years. In Argentina it disappeared for a while and now the German house has decided to bring it back to the Argentine and Brazilian markets with a diesel engine
or instead of state-of-the-art TDI turbo diesel. One of the best examples of this type of vehicle is the Volkswagen Caddy, which has become so popular that its sales have not decreased even with the expansion of the segment of intersections available in Eastern Europe. In this case, the car exists in two versions: for business, the Caddy Cargo delivery truck
is produced and for the private owner, a completely passenger modification is designed as is the case with the Patagonica or Berlingo Partner. These are 2019 VW Caddy Minivans like the Volkswagen Caddy that are not purchased because of the characteristics of the sharp driver, and not because of the comfort of the suspension. The Germans were
generally realistic and began measuring the interior space with a roulette wheel. In testing, we had a seven-seat modification of the Volkswagen Caddy Maxi, so the cargo compartment couldn't impress even those whose trunk was more than a lounge accessory. The amount of space left in the VW Caddy Maxi at the full passenger load is 530 liters, the real
advantages of the trunk only open if you make the caddy cabin switch. After combining the last two places, we will get a cargo compartment, which will volume in excess of 1.5 cubic meters, in this Volkswagen can no longer compete with the city crossover, but with large SUVs. You may be interested: Volkswagen Bora 2020, VW Bora 2020 New There is
a lot of space, even for longer vacations and for mountain excursions with the right equipment and if you order the version with all-wheel drive 4Motion, then you get anywhere. The folding front seat increases the length of the cargo compartment to more than 3 meters, and the volume to a record 4.7 buckets without disassembling the seat. Volkswagen
Caddy shows that the car is even closer to utility vehicles, first of all, you can see it in the front seat. On caddy they have a pretty good behind profile and even a comfortable side support. However, it immediately felt that the Volkswagen Caddy line from the world of commercial transport, where the most valuable thing is the economy. Even in the city, the fuel
consumption of the Volkswagen engine does not exceed eight liters, and with a slow motion along the road you can reach the level of 5-5.5 liters per 100km. In general, it is clear why volkswagen Caddy is so popular with cautious users that they are willing to endure some discomfort from comfort and economic engines. THE VW Caddy TDI 2.0 Volkswagen
Caddy Technical Tab in Argentina The third generation VW Caddy III 2K and second restyling, were tested in Cordoba, a unit that was brought from Poland by Volkswagen for testing in cordoba. The VW Caddy 2019 is a TDi version with a 2.0 turbodiesel engine for 110 horsepower and 290 Nm of torque. Volkswagen Caddy Price 2019 At the time of the
official price and estimate is unknown, we will have to wait until the end of this year to see the german house ads, and see if VW Caddy imported from Poland to or if it is made in Brazil or Argentina for discounts its. Surely this new VW Caddy 2019 will have a very similar price to rivals such as Partners and Berlingo in the range of 320,000 pesos up to
450,000 USD the most complete version. Worth this article to improve the quality of our blog! (Votes: Average: )
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